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Context 

I am in my first year of teaching (on the Teach First programme), and I 
teach a Year Four class in a two-form entry state school situated in the 
London Borough of Havering. Harold Hill, the local area, falls within the 
top 20% of England’s most deprived areas. Evidence suggests that 
children from low socio-economic backgrounds seldom read for pleasure, 
which consequently impacts educational attainment (Van Vechten, 2013). 
Working to respond to this, and in line with reports, such as ‘Reading by six’ (Ofsted, 2010), 
my school’s reading pedagogy has an emphasis on reading records, banded books, guided 
reading and phonics programmes. This has affected reciprocal reader relationships, and it 
can sometimes feel as if reading ‘ability’ is prioritised.  The children in my class tended to see 
reading as a ‘chore’ rather than a volitional practice and the informal and social nature of 
reading was somewhat under-recognised across the school.  

OU Research inspiration and rationale 

One way to influence volitional reading is Cremin (2019) argues is 
through highly informal book-talk. This part of RfP pedagogy is 
especially important since schools can conflate the ‘will’ and the 
‘skill’ to read by focusing on reading proficiency rather than 
volition. It was important for me to reconceptualise reading as a 
social and volitional practice that includes talk and agency, by 
focusing on children’s reading lives and integrating communities 
into the social reading space.   

However, during this, COVID-
19 hit. This provided a unique 
opportunity to implement a 
‘shared social space’ online 
(Cremin, 2019). All learning 
was online, parents’ 
engagement with school blogs 
was high and children were 
excited by the use of 
technology. I was confident 
that by using online platforms 
(such as Padlet, Google 
Classroom, YouTube and 

Facebook), and informal book-talk, I would be able to begin to 
develop a reading community that was reciprocal and interactive.  



 

 
 

Aims  

• To use technology to support the development of a community of readers through 
informal book talk. 

• To increase informal book talk between teachers, children and parents.  
• To increase motivation and engagement to read for pleasure through informal book 

talk. 

Outline 

Padlet as a ‘social space’  
Initially I introduced a padlet, on 
which children could share 
pictures, videos, posts or any other 
form of media (think: a giant, yet 
organised mind-map). I shared my 
own reading as a photo and wrote 
a small caption. Children and 
guardians could also do the same. 
Everyone could comment on each 
other’s posts and there are also 
options to ‘like’ posts.   

 

Story Time on YouTube and Google Classroom 
I then started to film myself reading chapters of the books I was reading during lockdown as 
“Story Time” and posted them on YouTube. The children knew the set time and date for each 
chapter and comment on these posts. I also held a YouTube Live reading, which the children 
joined and interacted on.  

 

Local community on Facebook 
I also created a ‘Reading Challenge’ for the Year 3 and 4 
cohorts, mimicking the Toilet Roll Challenge (people passing 
toilet roll ‘through 
the screen’ to 
another person), 
which was posted 
onto YouTube and 
then shared onto the 
Facebook page. The 
local community  
interacted best with 
the Facebook page, 
and was able to participate in informal book-talk there.   



 

 
 

Impact 

Padlet 

The children’s response to Padlet was overwhelming. Within 
hours, there were tens of photos, hundreds of comments and 
many more likes. Children would ask each other questions such 

as “What’s your favourite part?” or 
“Tell me more! I’ve been meaning 
to read this book!”. They would 
also give recommendations to each 
other, or even to other teachers. 
Guardians and teachers were also 
involved in parts of this process; 
they shared books they enjoyed 
reading and commented on other 
recommendations.  

 

 

 

 

 

Story Time 
The children also loved responding and 
commenting to each other about their favourite 
parts of the chapter or the book that was posted on 
YouTube on Google Classroom (see photos). These 
all helped to cultivate the informal, social and 
volitional nature of informal book-talk, albeit 
online. The YouTube Live was especially exciting; 
one child commented afterwards “THAT WAS 
FUN!!!!!!!” (see more  excited comments below).  

 



 

 
 

 

Parents/carers 
The parental community on Facebook was enthusiastic; posts and videos were shared, and 
many commented on how brilliant these challenges were. Calls to guardians were filled with 
reading conversations; children were happy to talk about the book they were reading, and 
parents were jovially ‘blaming’ me for getting the children back into enjoying reading! 
Parental engagement was more noticeable on Padlet, perhaps due to the privacy of the 
platform. This demonstrated to me how sociable and friendly reciprocal reading 
relationships can be.   

 



 

 
 

 

 

Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on 
practice  
This made me reflect deeply on my teaching practice. 
Informal book-talk made me take a step back and watch it all 
unravel through the children and the community. Before 
this, I used to place myself as the ‘more knowledgeable 
other’; at the centre of the informal-book talk process (e.g., 
asking questions to test comprehension). I was influenced 
by Safford’s (2014) process of informal-book talk in creating 
reciprocal reader relationships (see right picture).  

 



 

 
 

However, I realised that the way I had done this 
before lockdown was relatively teacher-led, since in 
all cases, I had started the informal conversation, 
actively seeking to create reciprocal reader 
relationships, rather than allowing children agency 
to create their own narratives and meaning 
(Cochrane & Antonczak, 2014). Volitional reading is 
not about formative assessment and should not be 
centred around the practitioner, as the Teachers as 
Readers research showed, it becomes child led over 
time and owned by the young readers ( Cremin et al., 
2014) . Therefore, I tried to adapt my informal book-
talk process so that it centred around the child and 
the community of readers, rather than the 

practitioner (see left picture). For example, in the beginning, I was recommending books to 
my children constantly.  

After reading more into Chambers’ (2011) research, I realised there was also a need to pause 
and talk more deeply about the book at hand (see picture below; left is my practice at the 
beginning and right is my questioning practice during). Opportunities for more candid 
discussions arose, through questions such as ‘Tell me more about…’ or “That part made me 
feel…did you feel different or the same?”. A caveat to these questions though, is the 
knowledge of children’s literature. Though I am fresh on this journey of reading more 
children’s literature, 
I hope that the 
informal book-talk 
process becomes 
more natural as I 
start to critique the 
books I read and 
discover which 
parts I 
liked/disliked and 
why. Chambers 
(2011) also posits 
the idea that 
children can be 
critics of books, 
which I will 
continue to explore 
how to enable in an 
informal manner.  

 

From this, I reflected on the kind of teacher I am and the teacher I want to be: was I a 
‘Teacher who Reads’? Or just a ‘Teacher’? My knowledge of children’s literature was pushed 
to its limit and I realise how important this knowledge is in creating genuine informal book-
talk with the children (Cremin et al., 2014). My aim is to increase this knowledge amongst 



 

 
 

parents and teachers through technology (perhaps a book review blog?) as we come back to 
school in September. 

By capitalising on the children’s interest and merging the ‘shared social space’ (Cremin, 
2019) towards online platforms, the community engaged in the ‘will’ to volitionally 
participate in reading, rather than the ‘skill’. Reciprocal reading relationships were beginning 
to be formed between children, parents/carers and teachers, who were  excited to discuss 
books in an informal, social and online space.  

Looking ahead 
Overall, I was proud that my aims had been achieved. Informal book-talk was evident on all 
platforms of technology, which had increased motivation and engagement to read amongst 

children, teachers and 
parents/carers. Pictured below is an 
extract from the Havering Education 
Service School Improvement 
Newsletter, June 2020, which 
features some of the screenshots and 
comments which children took part 
in from the enquiry. This clearly 
demonstrates that the enquiry 
produced engaged and motivated 
readers as the newsletter believed 
that the engagement was worthy of 
discussion.  

Next year, the plan is to have physical 
informal book-talk in all classrooms, 
and the reasons for why this is 
important conveyed to all staff 
members and parents/carers to start 

enabling discussion around evidence-based practice. This could start with encouraging staff 
to engage with other practitioners on the Open University’s Book Blether Twitter 
conversation, which I have already started joining. I believe that embedding informal book-
talk should not only take place within the classroom, but also amongst other practitioners to 
build a more engaged and motivated community of readers. 

 



 

 
 

Covid-19 will not stop the technological fun; each year group will have their own informal 
book-talk reading challenge online. I am excited for the potential positive impact this will 
have; both on the children’s enjoyment of reading and on the reading relationship the school 
has with its local community.  

 


